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Common IR Copyright Clearance Workflow 
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Search S/R for default policy 

Instruct to contact journal editor 

Communication with publisher 
copyright office. 



Issues with such workflow 

 Repetitive, labor intensive, time consuming 
 Copyright information obtained not effectively kept 

or maintained 
 Difficult to locate copyright Information for future 

use 
 No consistent mechanism to update copyright 

information 



IR Copyright Management –  
Recognized Challenges 

 “[T]op four factors that inhibit IR success” – 2007 
MIRACLE project survey 

 [T]hree “primary strategies approaches” – 2008 
CIRSS report 

 “[O]btaining publisher copyright policies” the 
second most challenging copyright issue –2011 
survey by Hanlon and Ramirez  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MIRACLE Project - Making Institutional Repositories A Collaborative Learning Environment Project funded by IMLS.Another CIRSS report trying to Identify Factors of Success in CIC Institutional Repository Development  -- intellectual property management was identified as one of the three 



Landscape Scan and Needs Assessment 

 Survey invitation issued in December 2012 
 Targeted eight repository email lists 
 185 respondents worldwide 
• North America (54%), Europe (31%) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recognizing the challenges of copyright management workflow, the authors wanted to explore how other institutions handled their copyright management workflows and secured authors’ permission and whether best practices had been established in the field. As a result, a survey was conducted. For this survey, we used the online Qualtrics system, a popular survey tool in the U.S. We sent survey invitations to eight major IR-related mailing lists in late 2012. 185 respondents worldwide completed the entire survey. The vast majority were from North America (54%) and Europe (31%).



Verifying Publisher Copyright Policies 

 “Always” — 72 %, “Sometimes”— 13% 
 28% regularly verify and update copyright 

information obtained previously 
 About half do so whenever a new item is deposited 

from the same journal 
 Exception: Self-deposited articles—authors 

responsible for copyright  
 Tools used for copyright verification: 

SHERPA/RoMEO (88%), publisher web sites (84%), 
E-mails from editors/publishers (72%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some key survey findings. Verifying publisher copyright policies is a very common practice when depositing journal articles into IRs. More than a quarter regularly verify and update copyright information obtained previously. About half of them do so whenever they deposit a new item from the same journal. An exception is for self-deposited articles, where authors are responsible for copyright compliance. Multiple tools are used in IR copyright work, led by SHERPA/RoMEO, publisher web sites, and e-mails from editors and publishers.



Storing Copyright Information 

 About half use some central systems for storing 
copyright information 
 Spreadsheets (51%) 
 E-mails (39%) 
 Hardcopy printouts (25%) 
 Databases (25%) 
 IR item records (23%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our main research question. About half of IRs have some central place to store publisher copyright policies. Among those who do, spreadsheets are the most commonly used tool, followed by e-mails, hardcopy printouts and databases, and IR item records.The situation can be problematic for IR workflow. When depositing journal articles from the same publisher, it often may be useful to have some sort of data management system to organize copyright information locally for easy access and reuse so that we can easily check copyright policies verified previously. 



Copyright data management system 

 Only about a quarter of IRs have data 
management system for copyright information 
 Sharepoint, Access database, Spreadsheet, local 

shared folder 
 A slightly larger percentage of IRs (28%) regularly 

verify and update copyright information obtained 
previously 
 About half do so whenever a new item is deposited from the 

same journal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When depositing journal articles from the same publisher, we may often need to check copyright policies verified previously for one reason or another. For that task, it may be useful to have some sort of data management system to organize copyright information locally for easy access and reuse. However, only about a quarter of the respondents use such local data systems. By contrast, a slightly larger percentage of the respondents report that they regularly verify and update copyright information obtained previously. About half of them do so whenever they deposit a new item from the same journal. 



Recognizing issues in Copyright 
Clearance Workflow 

 Duplication of efforts and inefficiencies 
 Need to determine publisher copyright policies multiple 

times 
 Duplicate copyright data entries scattered in multiple 

places 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those who do not use local copyright management systems reported several issues they have experienced. The most serious issues include duplication of efforts and the resulting inefficiencies, such as the need to determine publisher copyright policies multiple times and duplicate data entries in multiple places.



Author’s Permission 

 83 percent obtain author’s permission before 
depositing their non-open access works into the IRs 
 Obtained through e-mails, online forms, and signed 

paper agreements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With respect to author’s permission, a vast majority of the respondents’ institutions obtain author’s permission before depositing their non-open access works into the IRs. This does not mean that author’s permission is always requested explicitly. Indeed, it is assumed more often than not, because many institutions have standard opt-out policies, institutional mandates, self-archiving, etc. When author’s permission is requested explicitly, it is most likely documented through e-mails, online forms, and signed paper agreements. 



System for Storing Author’s Permission 

 65 percent have some central systems for storing 
author’s permission 
 Hardcopy printouts (47%) 
 E-mails (34%) 
 IR item records (33%) 
 Spreadsheets (17%) 
 Databases (13%) 

 
 No problems reported due to the lack of central 

systems for storing author’s permission 
• Non-controversial nature of securing author’s permission 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compared with publisher copyright policies, a larger percentage report that they have some central place to store author’s permission. A collection of hardcopy printouts is most often used for that purpose, followed by e-mails and IR item records. Interestingly, use of spreadsheets for this purpose is fairly low, in contrast to their widespread usage for storing publisher copyright information. Those who use no such data storage mechanism report few problems, showing that securing author’s permission is a fairly uncontroversial part of IR copyright work.



Survey Findings: Summary 

 No best practices identified in IR copyright 
clearance workflow 

 IR platforms are being continuously developed while 
IR copyright management is not 

 Managing copyright becoming more challenging as 
IR content grows 

 Central data management systems are a critical 
piece missing in the current IR copyright workflow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our survey results show that not much has changed in three years since a similar survey conducted by Hanlon and Ramirez on IR copyright workflow. In particular, we found that some sort of central data management systems are an important piece missing in the current IR copyright work. It seems that this is a critical omission considering the importance of copyright management in IR success. Ideally, the best technical solution would be to have an interoperable, user-friendly, Web-based rights management system embedded within IR platforms for seamless workflow. Hopefully, such embedded systems will be included in strategic maps for future development by various repository system developers. In the absence of such embedded systems, we still felt that we needed a simple, rights management workflow that can be managed mostly by our staff and student workers. To that end, we have experimented with an open-source electronic resources management system (ERMS) called CORAL to develop a home-grown, proof-of-concept solution to manage copyright-related information



Experimenting with 

 CORAL – Centralized Online Resources Acquisitions and 
Licensing 

 Open-source electronic resource management system 
(ERMS) 

 Built by the University of Notre Dame library (2010– ) 
 Runs on PHP 5, MySQL 5 and local webserver 
 Used for manage resources, record licenses, track 

organizations, report usage 
 Adopted by TCNJ for use as ERMS 
 Its functionality inspired IR team and is being tested for 

IR copyright management 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CORAL stands for Centralized Online Resources Acquisitions and Licensing. This open-source ERMS has been built by the University of Notre Dame library since 2010. Our library has adopted CORAL for use as ERMS. Its functionality inspired us to test CORAL for IR copyright management. Given our limited resources, it was also a big plus that we could just use what we already have in-house, and we found that CORAL worked well with our student worker.



Copyright Information Previously Stored on Excel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For comparison, this is the Excel spreadsheet that we initially tried to use to keep track of journal copyright policies. Because Excel is not a database, we could see how this could become unmanageable and less usable as we keep adding more data in the future.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the initial screen for CORAL after you log in. For now, we are only using the Licensing module for the IR.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the CORAL screen for the licensing module. The data are easily searchable on the left pane. We have configured the status column to display which version can be deposited under copyright policy, like published PDF version, post-print, and pre-print.



Publisher copyright policy 
attachment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a sample record for the Journal of the American Society for Information Science & Technology. You use the pull-down menu in the right circle to set the journal copyright policy.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The “expression” tab is where you can add other related information—such as copyright URL. We asked our student worker to go to SHERPA/RoMEO database first. If the information found is not clear enough, she then went to the journal web site itself for copyright details, and she recorded the URL where she found the additional information. Also, our student was trained to leave any additional notes here. For example, she used this area when she found publishers’ requirement that set statements be added to metadata records.We feel that the results are promising. Publisher’s policies entered in the system are in logical structure and easy to locate. Permission documents can be easily stored and retrieved. Based on our survey findings, we hope to call IR developers’ attention for the need to develop similarly effective, but embedded technology solutions for rights management in IR platforms.



Capturing the Needs of IR community 

“The rights management ought to be built into the 
IRs…” 
“Copyright is the biggest issue of all with making work 
open access…” 
“Maybe it could be a branch off of the electronic 
resource management tools that have sprung up for 
managing licenses …” 
“Sounds like maybe you’re looking to develop such a 
tool. I think I would love you forever, if you were to do 
that.” 



Vision for a state-of-the-art 
Copyright Management System 

 Interoperable with or embedded within IR platforms 
 Accept data in various format (e.g. doc. xl, pdf …) 
 Retrievable 
 Queriable 
 With DBMS capabilities 
 Sharable 
 Ability to track changes in copyright policies and 
seamless integration with SHERPA/RoMEO and 
publisher web sites  

 



Help Needed! 
Developers 

“A  technical challenge 
needs to be met with a 
technical response.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I consider this an open plea to developers for help make a copyright management system with all the desirable feature to fulfill the vision of the IR community.
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